special news feature
Margaret Thatcher Briefed at National
Center for Atmospheric Research
Robert J. Serafin/ Richard A. Anthes,+
and Marie E. Boyko*
At the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR), we recently had an unprecedented opportunity to brief a head of state on global climate issues
central to all of us as atmospheric scientists and as
inhabitants of the earth. British prime minister Margaret Thatcher devoted the morning of 3 August to attending an hour-long personal briefing on the latest research results and to inspecting NCAR's research
aircraft.
The presentations encompassed five topics: the
special partnership of universities and government
that the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR) represents (given by Anthes, who is
the UCAR president), NCAR research and service (by
Serafin, the NCAR director), highlights in solar and
atmospheric science (by John Firor, head of NCAR's
Advanced Study Program), progress in global change
research (by Warren Washington, director of NCAR's
Climate and Global Dynamics Division), and future
plans for global change research (by Serafin). The
choice of topics reflected Thatcher's concern about
issues that may require political action as well as
scientific investigation. In May she had expressed that
concern in a speech at the opening of the Hadley
Climate Prediction and Research Centre, in Bracknell,
England: "The problems do not lie in the future, they
are here and now."
The small group invited to the briefing included Mr.
Denis Thatcher, the prime minister's husband; Sir
Anthony Acland, British ambassador to the United
States; Bernard Ingham, chief press secretary; Charles Powell, private secretary to the prime minister; Roy
Romer, governor of Colorado; Leslie Durgin, mayor of
Boulder, Colorado; and Janet Roberts, widow of NCAR
and UCAR founder Walter Orr Roberts. Besides the
four formal presenters, NCAR scientists Guy Brasseur, Thomas Holzer, John McCarthy, and Stephen
Schneider participated, as did UCAR vice-presidents
Harriet Crowe and Bill Rawson.
The dignitaries were accompanied by their attendant security forces and about 75 journalists from
national and international newspapers, wire services,
and broadcasting stations. A separate, simultaneous
briefing for the British and American press was held to
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describe to them the information being presented to
the prime minister. NCAR division directors Bill Buzbee
and Philip Merilees led the press briefing. Researchers Thomas Bettge, Walter Dabberdt, Brant Foote,
John Gille, William Mankin, David Sime, and Kevin
Trenberth were available to answer questions.
We feel privileged that Thatcher sought us out; we
attribute her choice to the international reputation
NCAR's staff and its many visitors have established in
atmospheric science research, particularly our work
related to global climate change. Even knowing her
background as a chemist, the briefing participants
were impressed by her understanding of the technical
details of atmospheric science and climate change.
The briefing was marked by her well-informed questions, and by informal exchanges about the nature of
paleoclimate data, about the relationship of sunspots
and variations in solar radiation to climate, and about
the natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks of
trace gases in the atmosphere. We plan to fulfill her
request to keep her supplied with the most important
scientific papers and with significant new results.
As Bulletin readers know better than most, global
climate change is likely to present critical challenges
to the world in the next decades. We came away from
this experience convinced that the prime minister is
genuinely concerned about a host of environmental
issues, including deforestation, water resources, land
use, and climate change. It was encouraging to us all
to see Prime Minister Thatcher's grasp of the issues
and her balanced approach to making necessary
decisions now while simultaneously strengthening the
international research effort aimed at improving physical understanding and prediction of climate change.

Richard Anthes (left) and Robert Serafin (right) escort Prime
Minister Thatcher during her NCAR briefing. At right are Colorado
Governor Romer (front) and Denis Thatcher (behind Romer). Photo
courtesy of the National Center for Atmospheric Research/National
Science Foundation.
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Let the A M S (in collaboration with Mirage Publishing)...

Put the World in Perspective
. . .with three useful tools designed to help you understand the Global Climate and the Atmosphere:
The Global Climate chart, The Atmosphere chart, and The Atmosphere Overhead Transparency Manual
The Global Climate chart offers:
Five world maps showing precipitation, temperature, and air pressure (January and July); general climatic influences, such
as the radiation budget, albedos of common surfaces, the profile of the atmosphere, and general circulation patterns; the
climate of 42 cities throughout the world, including their temperatures, precipitation amounts, air pressure, and more; and
details about climate change, such as information about the Greenhouse Effect, depletion of the ozone layer, and much more,
all presented in a huge, colorful wall chart (34 112" x 54").
The Atmosphere chart offers:
A close look at the major phenomena that determine the events taking place in our atmosphere and some of the ways in which we
examine them, including: Global Meteorological Influences, Meteorological Motion, Severe Weather, Clouds and Precipitation,
Meteorological Optics, Pollution Meteorology, and Aviation Meteorology—all presented in afull-color, 34 7/2 " x 54 " wall-chart.
The Atmosphere Overhead Transparency Manual is a bound publication-based largely on the The Atmosphere chart-containing 20 overhead transparencies, including Primary Circulation Patterns, Profile of the Atmosphere, and much more. Ideal for
classroom instruction!

Prices quoted in U.S. dollars:
The Global Cimate chart (ISBN: 90-72167-03-1)

Single copy: $14.50, plus $3.00 shipping
10 copies: $122.50, plus $6.00 shipping
(ISBN 90-72167-01-5)
Single copy: $14.50, plus shipping
10 copies: $122.50, plus $6.00 shipping
(ISBN: 90-72167-02-3)
Single set: $95.00, plus $3.00 shipping

The Atmosphere chart

The Atmosphere Overhead Transparency Manual
2-in-l set

The Global Climate and The Atmosphere charts in one shipment: $27.50, plus $4.00 shipping
(Laminated copy price: available on request)

Send prepaid orders to: AMS, 45 Beacon St., Boston, MA 02108
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